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A letter from our Founder and Executive Director

As we reflect back on 2020 we are so grateful for our supporters who stuck by our side 
during this most difficult year. Our resilience as an international non-profit was tested, but 
because of the support from donors like you as well as our staff members and board, we 
were able to continue our hygiene activism during a time where it has never been more 

critical. We knew now was the time to pivot. We wanted to redefine and increase our global 
impact. We parted ways with the Sundara soap recycling programs and took our expertise in 

the entrepreneurial, water, sanitation, and hygiene spaces to evolve into RISE by Sundara.

RISE was officially launched in June with a mission to support the world’s best and brightest 
female social entrepreneurs. We were thrilled to receive such a positive response, with 308 
applications pouring in from 56 countries. In just six months, we supported five innovators 

from Nigeria, Ghana, Tanzania, India and Armenia - all of whom are working to solve critical 
water, sanitation and hygiene issues in their own communities. You can learn more about 

their life saving work here. 

On top of this, we wanted to respond to the immediate, critical needs of communities hit 
hard by the health and economic impacts of coronavirus. In New York City we fulfilled nearly 
50 Amazon wishlists for families living in poverty; in Mumbai we distributed emergency food, 

water and hygiene kits to 700 families; in Kenya we distributed 3,500 bars of soap and 
reusable face masks. Please read on to learn more about our highlights of the year.  

We’ve proudly added two new staff members to our team, Rachel Gerber (based in Israel) 
and Lauren Lewis (based in the UK). We now are truly a global team of women. Hope is on 
the horizon for us and we can’t wait to see what 2021 has in store. Thank you for continuing 

to support our work.

 

 

With gratitude,
Erin and Michelle

Founder and Executive Director

 



Shreya,Krishnan
India, The Better Design

Dr Hoyce Mshida,
Tanzania, SAFI

Stella Kudah,
Ghana, SHE Project

Obichi Obiajunwa,
Nigeria, Alterfold

MEET OUR RISE FELLOWS

Miriam Avagany,
Armenia, Lav Lva

THE BEGINNING OF RISE

In December 2019, we presented our proposal 
to our Board of Directors, for a full programatic
and strategic restructure to pilot a female
innovation fund for WASH initiatives

We spent four months consulting subject 
matter experts, branding consultants and 
female innovators from around the globe 
to help finalize our new program

RISE was successfully launched through 
marketing channels in June of 2020 and 
received 308 applicants from 56 countries

We refined our hundreds of applicants to a 
final pool from a diverse group of countries 
and announced five accepted fellows from 
Nigeria, Tanzania, Armenia, Ghana & India.

FOUNDING DONORS

To our incredible Corporate Partners
and Foundations who make

our work possible.

A SPECIAL THANKS

Thank you to all of our long-term 
supporters and Founding Donors who 

have helped shape Sundara into
everything we are today.

Charles Ribakoff

Carol Aiken

Abe and Marian Sofaer

Danny and Lindsey Hartman

Erna Samuel

Marc Feinberg

Steve Shobin

Pamela Weinberg

Amy and Aquiba Bennaroch

R.D. Langbaum and W.H. Greene

Debbie and Ken Caplan

Cecilio Velasco

Andrew Mugica

Ananthaswami Rajagopal

Woody and Claire Knopf

Leslie Zaikis

OUR FUNDING DONORS



Soapbox Soap Partnership
for COVID-19 relief 

in India

Songs for Sundara concert featuring
Giselle Tavilson, Clemens Tuefel, 

Tom Wardle, Max & Lamour 
and Fleur Seule

APRIL APRIL MAY OCTOBER

Goldman Sachs Impact
Analyst Fund Competition

Partnership with
Johnson & Johnson

on CaringCrowd

DECEMBER NOVEMBERNOVEMBER OCTOBER

EMERGENCY AID

PARTNERSHIPS AND EVENTS

Hooray For T-shirt - a 
        collaboration with Amanda 
and Anna Kloots and Sundara 
x Ahyin jewelry collaboration 

with Micaela Ezra

New York Family 
           Assistance Fund launch 

for families in East Harlem 
and the Bronx

Sweat with Sundara
featuring Joe Bach

of Bach Fitness

  Soiree at Home with 
   Jonathan Eicholz, 

Sommelier of The Modern 

- Assisted 50 families in New York
City, fulfilling Amazon wishlists of
diapers, infant formula, toiletries,
soap and cleaning supplies for
families under the federal poverty
line.

NEW YORK

RWANDA
- Conducted water, sanitation and hygiene
trainings for 900 students at Agahozo Shalom
Youth Village
- Assisted in setting up the first soap recycling
program in the country with Eco Soap Bank

SOUTH AFRICA
- Assisted in setting up the first soap
recycling program in Southern
Africa with Eco Soap Bank and
Baphumelele

GHANA
- Built toilets and sinks at a
school in the rural village
Old Odunasi.
- Sponsored trainings for
women to set up local water
business and aquaculture
programs

UGANDA
Provided 1,500 residents in Bukompee Refugee

 Camp with clean water, through borehole wells, 
water tanks and ceramic water partners

with Drink Local Drink Tap, Spouts of Water
and Surge for Water.

KENYA
To help prevent the 
spread of the coronavirus 
in Nakuru District, we:
- Provided buckets with taps
and modified jerricans to 700
households
- Supported the distribution of
1,128 bars of soap and 1,620
face masks for the residents

- Reaching 700 families during the 
government mandated spring lockdown

with clean water, food aid packages, face
masks and 21,000 bars of soap from

Sundara’s Indian factories

INDIA

- Sponsored menstrual hygiene
program for 1,390 girls in Bangalore 
and distributed 2,773 sanitary pads.

- Renovated 42 school bathrooms for safe use

https://www.b-unlimited.com/collections/hooray-for/products/copy-of-hooray-for-life

https://ahyinjudaica.com/jewellery/rise-necklace



EXPENSES:
$174,433

Program 
- $142,33381.7%

9.5%

8.8%

48.9%

29.1%

22%

Administration
- $16,600

Fundraising 
- $15,500

INCOME:
$189,545

Individual donors 
- $92,621

Foundations, Grants,
and Corporations
- $55,214

Events
- $41,710

FINANCIAL REVIEW

54 West 74th Street, Apt 308, New York, 
EIN: 46-5114363

NY 10023, United States of America

RISE Entrepreneur
My plan for now is to implement and

work on the feedback I received from 
the RISE team to make sure that I 
come up with a compelling pitch 

deck, and share it through different 
platforms that were mentioned in 

the future. Once again, thank you so 
much to my mentors for your tireless 

support and encouragement.

Hoyce, Tanzania

Your generosity brings a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
to female change-makers across the globe so they can help 

their communities and children thrive in a healthier environment.
Our work is not possible without your support.

TO DONATE, PLEASE CLICK HERE.

LEARN MORE
ABOUT RISE

TESTIMONIALS

YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT IS IMPORTANT

RISE Entrepreneur
My mentors pointed out communication
gaps in my presentation and areas for
development. The discussions around
strategies for scaling also resonated

with my current strategies and was a 
great source of validation. I am 

delighted by the depth of the questions
I am asked and the quality of 

feedback that I receive.

Shreya, India
RISE Entrepreneur

RISE has enlightened me on how to
pitch my business to impress donors 
for future fundings, marketing of my 

product on the internet and other 
avenues of securing funding. I look 
forward to more events organized

by RISE for us to create opportunities
for sustainable networking, training 

and empowerment. Thank you.

Stella, Ghana


